
Addressing the American Mayors’ Association in 2007, the former Mayor of Denver, Mr. Wellington 
Webb, said “the 19th century was the century of empires, the 20th century was the century of 
nation-states and the 21st century will be that of cities”. You only have to look at the size of 

the world’s major metropolises, megalopolises and, more recently, hyper-regions, their substantial 
economic weight, the sociocultural trends they convey, the race to become more attractive and the 
competition between them, even within the same country. Cities are thus developing a very strong 
socio-territorial identity, often removed from the identity of the country and, consequently, that of 
the state, with differences, contradictions and even clashes. It was in 1991 that the sociologist Saskia 
Sassen first coined the term Global City, underlining the influence of cities. Today, it is a factor that 
we need to understand. 

SMART CITY: THE GENESIS  

Cities everywhere are still built around four constants: urbis, i.e., infrastructures; spatium, i.e., the public space, 
which represents a melting pot of diversity; res publica, i.e., the public thing, the common good, the general 
interest; and civis, the citizen. With new technologies, the digital internet revolution and communicating 
intelligence, a fifth, ubiquitous constant has now emerged: the ubiquitous revolution and its tools that are 
radically changing our lives in our cities, transcending time and space.

In this context, the term “Smart City” appeared in 2010 as a platform to raise the profile of cities, given 
that the city would become smart by developing technologically advanced solutions to address complex 
problems. These origins, carrying a neo-positivist vision - giving rise to international competition, including to 
“rank smart cities” -, initially addressed techno-corporate interests. All too often, this led to the construction 
of showcases, heavily technology-oriented neighbourhoods that in many cities have ended up coexisting in 
a dehumanised manner with challenging forms of day-to-day urban life, with deficiencies and even a lack 
of essential services! 
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Reduced, from its origins, to the silicon and the algorithms deployed, this “smartness of cities” has thus 
corrupted the concept of a city in which intelligence is that of an eco-system working for social, economic 
and technological convergence to help improve the quality of urban life. In France, discourse and practice 
have shifted in recent years to reverse this “technocentric” drift of the smart city concept. 

In 2015, we witnessed the emergence of an alternative vision to move away from the idea that a connected 
city was a smart city. As a result, we are beginning to see the smart city in a different light, designing it with 
the primary and constant objective of improving quality of life, placing people - all people - at the heart 
of the urban project. If the connected city does not create social links, paradoxically it becomes regressive, 
fostering isolation, developing what we now refer to as zombie-geeks, whereas what we need are citizens 
who, while being comfortable with digital technology, are, first and foremost, proactive.

NO SINGLE MODEL OF THE SMART CITY EXISTS  

The challenges facing cities are also constant over time and they can be divided into five broad categories 
that are relevant everywhere: ecological, social, cultural, economic, and resilience-related. Above all, a city is a 
context, a living space, a complex system with its own personality. It is the product of a history, the image of its 
residents and their shared plans and projects; it is a living entity. It is essential to take into account its context 
and complexity. In fact, it is impossible to talk about “THE” smart city in general, given the fundamental 
importance of this context. Let’s take the example of car sharing. This is a solution that is appreciated and 
supported by people in major European cities since they see it as an opportunity to reduce their transport costs 
while at the same time helping to improve their environment. In Latin America and the USA, the car remains 
an important status symbol and, as a result, car sharing has not yet gained social acceptability. Similarly, there 
is resistance in Southern Europe, including France, to a shift from the use of cars to less polluting mobility 
options, such as cycling, whereas in Northern Europe cultural adoption took place many years ago.

Despite differences in context, it is nevertheless possible for us to define the common objective of smart cities 
with this human vision: to improve quality of life. We can be delighted that this approach has gathered momentum 
in France in recent years since local governance bodies have taken ownership of it, activating the convergence of 
three levers: social inclusion, the reinvention of urban infrastructures and the technological revolution.

FOSTERING PROXIMITY AND CITIZEN OWNERSHIP   

A key factor determining the impact of technologies has also been the capacity to change their governance 
models. Move away from technical verticalization and adopt an integrated and global approach to urban 
evolutions. Be amenable to private initiatives operating in the social space, in the city, with capacities in 
terms not only of economic performance but also social cohesion and ecological responsibility. Make way 
for citizen-led initiatives, always bearing in mind that while the mayor is there to provide a vision, set 
development boundaries and manage an administrative team, he/she also has a duty to encourage expression 
in the city in its various forms to shape this open, participative, vibrant and creative city approach. Urban 
intelligence and new citizen usages, which are proliferating thanks to the social media and new technologies, 
provide a platform for the emergence of new initiatives for greater involvement in implementing changes 
to the living environment, here and now, via, for example, participatory budgets - crowd sourcing - and their 
associated projects to transform the life of the city, i.e., exploiting collective and citizen creativity. The power 
of the many, channelled into the common good, the public good.

If we manage to ensure citizens invest in the common good the city represents, to ensure that citizens 
identify with their city, we will have taken a giant step towards the smart city. The penny is beginning to 
drop with citizens and it is a game-changer.



In many cities, the key to the creation of this citizen dynamic is giving the public space over to citizens 
to provide a platform for diversity and mixing within neighbourhoods, i.e., shared by and accessible to 
all. In order, too, to create a feeling of ownership, which in turn will lead to the notion of the individual 
responsibility of each citizen with respect to this common good. New technologies can play an important role 
in developing this new “hyperproximity”, which is going to help reinforce the link between citizens and their 
cities. This “hyperproximity” means, for example, rethinking urban social functions (finding accommodation, 
working, eating, getting medical treatment, learning, obtaining fulfilment) within the territorial and global 
approach, and exploiting digital technology and social media focused on the territory, usages and the city’s 
identity, fostering solidarity within neighbourhoods, while also transcending them. The idea is to anchor the 
intelligence of urban ecosystems in the reality of city life, to bring citizens closer to their living spaces. Here 
we have encapsulated the essential challenge facing smart cities: to ensure technology is not something 
that isolates and alienates, but, rather, is a tool used as a platform for increased dialogue, increased diversity 
and increased responsibility with respect to the common good.

THE SMART CITY REQUIRES POLITICAL BACKING…

Through the numerous experiences across the continents, a strength emerges that is also a weakness for 
projects that fall within the framework of the smart city vision: given the complexity of the associated 
challenges, a smart city can only be constructed over the long term, i.e., over a period that exceeds a mayor’s 
term in office. In this context, the Mayor’s fundamental role today is to anticipate the long-term value of 
new usages essential to address the future challenges lying before us: climate change, threats to biodiversity, 
the scarcity of resources, economic and social instability, the fragile nature of socio-urban fabrics, the rise of 
populism, threats from extremism in its various forms, etc.

Mayors are trusted by the citizens they represent; they can bring people together around a common project, 
helping to give the city a purpose, a trajectory over time. The Mayor is the anchor for this smart city 
roadmap, which now has a human vocation, since it is not technology itself that provides solutions meeting 
the needs of citizens but the capacity to create usages and services that help improve quality of life. Without 
ensuring this coherence and perspective over time, the smart city is meaningless. The core value lies in 
proposals for new usages, coming up with new breakthroughs, implementing an approach that is innovative, 
even taking risks by doing things differently in the convergent creation of social, ecological and economic 
value. All three of these components must be present since our capacity to address the radical changes of 
our century is at stake.

…AND A REVITALISED TERRITORIAL APPROACH  

The backbone of democratic, participative and citizen-led engagement is that of local governance structures, 
with mayors on the front line. Historically, cities have always been the driving force behind economic and 
social development, playing a major role in the credibility of political players. Action taken at city level 
generates a real capacity for engagement through communication, creativity, solidarity and collaboration, 
essential markers for the construction of a smart, human city. But it is also strategically and pivotally 
important that new forms of territorialisation emerge to accompany the increasing development of 
metropolises and megalopolises globally. In a world that is shifting inexorably towards the East/South axis, 
with Chinese hyper-regions, Indian and African megalopolises, the influence of cities in Latin America - the 
world’s most urbanised continent - and the threats and disruption to urban life caused by GAFAM and 
BATX, new forms of territorialisation are required in France to deal with the radical changes taking place. 
Beyond the role of the Mayor, new “urban and territorial frameworks” are required to plan for a future in 
which, 10 years from now, 60% of global GDP will be generated by 750 urbanised territories. French regions 
will remain a key element, with, in parallel, the need to reinforce an innovative metropolitan approach 



with networked cities. These cities will need to be capable of managing a common project, targeting the 
inescapable challenges that must be met by 2050 to ensure the very survival of humanity at the end of 
this century: carbon neutrality, to tackle climate change and the protection of biodiversity, under threat of 
extinction.

New practices supported by this collective intelligence are now key to future solutions for these smart cities 
and territories: a genuine state policy of large-scale territorial decentralisation, regions building multipolar 
urban and territorial frameworks, the alliance of territories to transcend divisions between compact zones, 
medium population centres, sparsely populated areas and rurality, multicentre, networked metropolises, 
networks of cities all reinventing short distances, and, at the heart of it all, cooperation between local, 
regional, national and international governance structures with the exchange of good practices and mutual 
inspiration drawn from the sharing of reflection processes and actions, etc.

These actions now represent an imperative, a vital and essential force in the construction of an innovative 
urban, territorial policy benefitting citizens. Today, they are one of the biggest challenges associated with 
the construction of the urban and territorial smart cities of the future.  n


